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Abstract 
We present an approach to the automatic improvement of performances of logic programs 
by using the unfold/fold transformation technique. A cause of program inefficiency is often the 
presence of variables which are unnecessary, in the sense that they force computations of 
redundant values or multiple visits of data structures. 
We propose a strategy which automatically transforms initial program versions into new and 
more efficient versions by avoiding unnecessary variables. Our strategy is an extension of the 
one which was introduced in an earlier paper by Proietti-Pettorossi (1990). It is based on the 
syntactical characterization of the unnecessary variables and it uses a composite transformation 
rule made out of unfolding-definition-folding steps, in this order. 
The strategy consists in the repeated application of that composite rule to each clause with 
unnecessary variables. It avoids the search for eureka definitions which is often required by 
other techniques proposed in the literature. We define a class of programs for which our 
transformation strategy is successful and we propose a variant of that strategy which uses the 
so-called generaliziation rule. This variant is always terminating, but, in general, not all 
unnecessary variables are eliminated. 
We finally present an enhancement of the proposed transformation techniques which exploits 
the functionality of some predicates. 
1. Introduction 
When writing programs one uses variables for storing input and output data. They 
can be considered as necessary variables, because they are needed for expressing the 
meaning of programs. Often one also uses variables which are unnecessary, in the 
sense that they are not required for describing the input-output relation. Unnecessary 
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variables are used by the programmer because they often make a more transparent 
way of writing programs or an easier proof of their correctness possible. 
It is the case that many strategies for program transformation, which are given in 
the literature, are successful and improve program efficiency, precisely because they 
eliminate unnecessary variables, and thus they avoid the construction of intermediate 
values and multiple traversals of data structures. 
In this paper we propose some syntactically based techniques for avoiding unnec- 
essary variables. These techniques can be considered as a development of the tupling 
strategy and the composition strategy (also called loop-fusion, when used for merging 
consecutive loops). 
For a presentation of those strategies in the case of functional programs the reader 
may refer to [7,12,18,22J, while in the case of imperative and logic programs he may 
refer to [2,17] and [lo, 193, respectively. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to dejinite logic programs, that is, sets of Horn 
clauses with precisely one conclusion for each clause [15]. We define two kinds 
of unnecessary variables, namely, the existential variables and the multiple variables, 
and through various examples we show that those variables may cause inefficiency. 
We then propose an automatic program transformation strategy for driving the 
use of the unfold/fold rules [7,20], and we show that this strategy eliminates all 
unnecessary variables in a large class of programs, which will be formally specified 
later on. 
Our strategy uses the unfold/fold transformation rules (see the Appendix) according 
to the restrictions proposed in [14]. This guarantees that the initial and the derived 
programs denote the same set of correct answers [15], in the following sense. A correct 
answer for a program P and a goal + Al, . . . , A, is a substitution 0 for the variables of 
A 1, . . . , A, such that the universal closure of (A,, . . . , A,) 8 is a logical consequence of P. 
By Ans(P, G) we denote the set of correct answers for a program P and a goal G. If 
a program Pl can be transformed into a program P2 by using the unfold/fold rules 
then, for each goal G containing only predicates which occur in Pl, we have that 
Ans(P1, G) = Ans(P2, G). 
Let us now give the formal definition of the existential and multiple variables of 
a clause. 
Definition 1 (Unnecessary variables). Given a clause C the existential variables of 
C are the variables which occur in the body of C and not in its head, and the multiple 
variables of C are the variables which occur more than once in the body of C. 
Existential and multiple variables are collectively called unnecessary oariables. 
In the practice of logic programming, multiple variables are often used for con- 
structing programs out of various predicates which act on the same data structures, 
while existential variables are used for storing intermediate results. 
In the following example we present a typical case where existential and multiple 
variables are used, and we show that they may cause inefficiency. We also introduce 
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some concepts which will be important for the formal presentation of our transforma- 
tion techniques. 
Example 1 (Rotate_Leftdepth). Let us consider the following three predicates: 
(i) rotate (Treel, Tree2) which holds iff either the binary tree Tree1 is equal to the 
binary tree Tree2 or there is a sequence of binary trees T1, . . . , T,,, such that: 
TI = Treel, T,,, = Tree2, and for i = 1, . . . , m - 1, Ti+ 1 is obtained from Ti by 
interchanging the left and right subtrees of a node. (The predicate rotate is the 
nondeterministic version of the Jlip function given in [22].) 
(ii) leftdepth (Tree2, N) which holds iff N is the length of the path from the root of the 
binary tree Tree2 to its leftmost leaf. 
(iii) rotate_leftdepth (Treel, N) which holds iff there exists a binary tree Tree2 such 
that both rotate(Tree1, Tree2) and leftdepth(Tree2, N) hold. 
The following logic program, called RotateLeftdepth, computes the predicate 
rotate_leftdepth, which is defined in terms of rotate and leftdepth: 
1. rotate-leftdepth (Treel, N) t rotute(Tree1, Tree2), lefdepth(Tree2, N). 
2. rotute(leuf, leaf ). 
3. rotute(tree(l, R), tree(l1, Rl)) t rotate& Ll), rotute(R, Rl). 
4. rotute(tree(l, R), tree(R1, Ll)) t rotute(l, Ll), rotute(R, Rl). 
5. leftdepth(leuf, 0). 
6. leftdepth(tree(l, R), succ(N)) t lefdepth(l, N). 
In the body of clause 1, the variable Tree2 is both existential and multiple. The 
construction of its binding is not explicitly required in the input-output relation of the 
predicate rotate_leftdepth. We will transform the given program into one without the 
unnecessary variable Tree2. 
Our proposed program transformation strategy consists in performing on any 
clause with unnecessary variables the following sequence of steps: an unfolding step, 
followed by some definition steps, followed by some folding steps. 
Those steps eliminate all unnecessary variables from any given clause, at the 
expense of possibly introducing definitions with unnecessary variables. We may then 
repeat he unfolding-definitions-foldings steps for these newly introduced definitions. 
If this process of introducing new definitions and performing on them the 
unfolding- definitions-foldings teps terminates then all unnecessary variables will be 
eliminated. 
Let us now apply the proposed strategy to clause 1 with the unnecessary variable 
Tree2. 
Unfolding step. We unfold the atom rotute(Tree1, Tree2) in clause 1, and we get 
three clauses: 
7. rotute_leftdepth(leuJ N) c leftdepth(leuf, N). 
8. rotute_leftdepth(tree(L, R), N) +- rotute(l, Ll), rotute(R, Rl), 
leftdepth(tree(l1, Rl), N). 
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9. rotate_leftdepth(tree(L, R), iV) t rotate@, Ll), rotute(R, Rl), 
leftdepth(tree(R1, Ll), N). 
Clause 7 does not contain any unnecessary variable. 
Dejnition step. In clause 8 we detect the presence of the unnecessary variables Ll 
and Rl. We then use the definition rule for introducing the new predicate new1 by 
means of a new clause whose body is equal to the set of atoms with the unnecessary 
variables Ll and Rl (that is, the whole body clause 8). We get: 
10. new1 (L, R, IV) c rotate@, Ll), rotate(R, Rl), lefdepth(tree(l1, Rl),N). 
Folding steps. We fold clauses 8 and 9 using the newly introduced clause 10, and we 
get: 
8f. rotate_leftdepth(tree(L, R),N) t new1 (L, R, IV). 
9f. rotate_leftdepth(tree(l, R), IV) t new1 (R, L, IV). 
We can now replace clause 1 by clauses 7, Sf, 9f, and 10 without changing the set of 
correct answers for the predicates occurring in the initial program version [14]. In the 
new program version the definition for the predicate rotate_leftdepth consists of 
clauses 7, Sf, and 9f, which do not have unnecessary variables. 
On the contrary, some unnecessary variables occur in clause 10, which defines the 
predicate newl. For eliminating those variables we repeat on clause 10 the unfold- 
ing-definitions-foldings teps which we have performed above on clause 1. 
Unfolding step. We unfold the atom with predicate leftdepth in clause 10, and we get 
the following clause: 
11. new 1 (Z,, R, succ(i’V)) + rotate& Ll), rotute(R, Rl), leftdepth(l1, iV). 
Dejinition step. In clause 11 there are the unnecessary variables Ll and Rl. In order 
to eliminate the variable Rl we define the new predicate new2 by introducing the 
following clause: 
12. newZ(R) t rotute(R, Rl). 
We do not need to introduce any other new definition because we can eliminate the 
variable Ll by folding clause 11 using the initial clause 1. 
Folding step. By folding clause 11 using clauses 1 and 12 we get: 
1 If. newl(L, R, succ(lV)) t rotute_leftdepth(l, N), new2(R). 
We replace clause 10 by clauses llf and 12. Now, we are left with the problem of 
eliminating the unnecessary variables from the definition of the newly introduced 
predicate new2. To solve this problem, we perform again the unfolding-defini- 
tions-foldings steps which we have described for the predicates rotate-leftdepth and 
newl. 
Unfolding step. By unfolding clause 12 we get: 
13. new2(leuf). 
14. new2(tree(l, R)) t rotute(l, Ll), rotute(R, Rl). 
15. new2(tree(L., R)) t rotate& Ll), rotute(R, Rl). 
Clause 15 can be deleted, because it is identical to clause 14. 
De$nition steps. No new definitions are needed, because the already introduced 
clause 12 is sufficient to eliminate, by folding, the unnecessary variables occurring in 
clause 14. 
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Folding step. By folding clause 14 using clause 12 we get: 
14f. new2(tree(l, R)) t new2(L), new2(R). 
We replace clause 12 by clauses 13 and 14f, and we obtain a program version which 
consists of clauses without unnecessary variables. Indeed, the initial clause 1 has been 
replaced by the following clauses: 
7. rotate_leftdepth(leaf, N) c lefdepth(leaf, N). 
8f. rotate_lefidepth(tree(L, R), N) c new1 (L, R, N). 
9f. rotate_leftdepth(tree(L, R), N) t new1 (R, L, N). 
1 If. newl(L, R, succ(N)) + rotate_leftdepth(L, N), new2(R). 
13. new2(leaf) 
14f. new2(tree(L, R)) c new2(L), new2(R). 
Our task of eliminating all unnecessary variables has now been completed. The 
derived program can be further simplified as follows: 
(i) the atom leftdepth(leaf, N) in clause 7 can be eliminated by unfolding, and 
(ii) the occurrences of the predicate new1 can be eliminated from clauses 8f and 9f by 
unfolding. 
By doing so we get our final program for the predicate rotate_leftdepth: 
rotate_leftdepth(leaf, 0). 
rotate_lefdepth(tree(L, R), succ(N)) t rotate_leftdepth(L, N), new2(R). 
rotate_lejtdepth(tree(L, R), succ(N)) c new2(L), rotate_leftdepth(R, N). 
new2(leaf). 
new2(tree(L, R)) t new2(L), new2(R). 
This program does not construct any intermediate tree to be passed from the 
computation of rotate to the computation of leftdepth. Our computer experiments 
using a Prolog interpreter confirm the expected improvements of program perfor- 
mances both in time and space. 
We do not formalize in this paper the relationship between the elimination of 
unnecessary variables and the increase of program efficiency. Indeed, this is true in 
most cases, but it may depend on the strategy which is used for, controlling the 
SLD-resolution during program execution. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we formally describe the 
procedure which we have used in the above example for eliminating the unnecessary 
variables and we prove that the termination of that procedure is not decidable. In 
Section 3 we present a class of programs for which the procedure terminates, and, 
thus, all unnecessary variables are eliminated. In Section 4 we show how to extend the 
applicability of our techniques to arbitrary programs, that is, programs which do not 
belong to the class defined in Section 3, and we propose a general procedure for the 
partial elimination of the unnecessary variables. In Section 5 we show that the 
proposed transformation techniques can easily be enhanced by exploiting the func- 
tionality of some predicates in the initial program. 
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2. A Procedure for eliminating unnecessary variables 
In this section we present the basic version of a procedure for eliminating the 
unnecessary variables from a given program. We prove its partial correctness and the 
undecidability of its termination. More sophisticated versions of this procedure will be 
presented in Sections 4 and 5. 
We need some preliminary definitions. Given a term t, we denote by uars(c) the set 
of variables occurring in t. The same notation will be used for the variables occurring 
in atoms, sets of atoms, and clauses. 
Definition 2 (Linking variables). Let C be the clause H c AI, . . . . A,. Given a subset 
B of the set {A,, . . . . A,,} of atoms, the linking variables of B in C are the variables 
occurring in uurs(B) n uars({H, AI, . . ., A,} - B). 
Example 2 The variable R is the unique linking variable of {rotute(R, Rl)} in the clause: 
newl(L,R, succ(iV)) c rotute(L, Ll), rotute(R, Rl), Zefdepth(L1, N). 
Definition 3 (Blocks of a clause). Consider a set A of atoms. We define a binary 
relation _1 over A as follows: given two atoms AI and A2 in A, we have that: 
AI 1 AZ, iff uurs(AI) n uurs( A,) # 8. 
Given a clause C, let 1 denote the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation j. over 
the body B of C. We denote by PurtB(C) the partition of B into blocks w.r.t. the 
equivalence relation lj. 
Example 3. Let C be the clause considered in Example 2. Then PurtB(C) consists of 
the two blocks {rotute(L, Ll), lefdepth(L1, N)} and (rotute(R, Rl)}. 
Definition 4 (Faithful uuriunt). A block B1 in the body of a clause C1 is a faithful 
uuriunt of a block B2 in the body of a clause Cz iff there exists a renaming substitution 
p, such that: 
(i) B1 = B2p (that is, B1 is a variant of B,), and 
(ii) for all X in uurs(B& X is a linking variable of B2 in C2 iff Xp is a linking variable 
of B1 in Cr. 
Notice that each variable occurring in a block of atoms of a clause is either an 
existential variable for that clause or a linking variable for that block, but not both. 
Indeed, by definition of the lj relation, each variable X occurs in at most one block. 
Therefore, X is a linking variable of that block iff it occurs in the head of the clause, 
that is, it is not an existential variable. Thus, Definition 4 does not change if in point 
(ii) we replace “linking variable” by “existential variable”. 
Definition 5 (Failing clauses). We say that a clause in a given program P is a failing 
clause iff its body contains an atom which is not unifiable with the head of any other 
clause in P. A nonfailing clause in a program P is a clause which is not failing in P. 
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Failing clauses can be deleted from a program without changing the set of correct 
answers [3]. 
Definition 6 (Dejnition clauses). Let P be a program and C a nonfailing clause in P. 
The clause C is said to be a dejinition clause iff it has the form p(Xi, . . . . X,) t 
A 1, ---, A,,, where p is a predicate symbol not occurring elsewhere in P and Xi, . . . , X, 
are distinct variables occurring in {A,, . . . . A,), and PartB(C) consists of a single 
block. 
Procedure for the elimination of unnecessary variables 
(or Elimination procedure, for short) 
Input: (P, C) where P is a program and C is a definition clause occurring in P. 
Output: a set TransfC of clauses without unnecessary variables such that, for each goal 
G containing only predicates in P, Ans(P, G) = Ans(((P - {C}) u TrunsfC), G). 
Let ZnDefs and OutDefs be sets of clauses. 
ZnDefi := {C}; OutDefs := 8; TrunsfC := 8; 
while there exists a clause D ~ZnDefs do 
(Unfolding step) Unfold an atom in the body of D using clauses in P and collect in 
a set UD all nonfailing clauses obtained by this unfolding; 
(DeJnition steps) For each clause E in UD and for each block B E PurtB(E) such that: 
(i) B contains at least one unnecessary variable, and 
(ii) B is not a faithful variant of the body of any clause in ZnDefs u OutDefs, 
add to ZnDefs the new clause newp(X,, . . . . X,) t B, where newp is a fresh 
predicate symbol and Xi, . . . . X, are the linking variables of B in E; 
(Folding steps) For every clause E in UD add to TrunsjC the clause obtained from 
E as follows: 
for every block B of PurtB(E) which is a faithful variant of the body of a clause 
N in ZnDefs u OutDefs, fold B in E using N (in particular, if no folding steps are 
possible then add E to TrunsfC); 
ZnDefs := ZnDefi - {D}; OutDefs := OutDefs v {D} 
od 
Some extra simplification steps can be performed at the end of the Elimination 
Procedure on the output program (P - {Cl) u TrunsfC. In particular, one can often 
eliminate, by unfolding, some instantiated atoms and occurrences of predicates. We 
will not address here the problem of controlling these unfolding steps; it can be done 
by using well-known partial deduction techniques [6, 161. 
The reader may notice that we could have presented the Elimination Procedure 
without referring to the notion of linking variable. Indeed, as already mentioned, the 
linking variables of a block are exactly the variables which are not existential 
variables. However, we have done so because the variants of the Elimination proced- 
ure which will be presented later, can be expressed in a much simpler way by using the 
notion of linking variable. 
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The condition that the input clause for the Elimination Procedure should be 
a definition clause is motivated by the fact that we want to use that clause to perform 
folding steps (see the Appendix). However, that condition is not restrictive, as we now 
indicate. 
Suppose that C is a clause in a program P, and the body of C contains some 
unnecessary variables. We consider the blocks Br, . .., B, of PartB(C) and, for 
i=l , . . . . m, we introduce a definition clause Ci of the form newi(X1, .. . . X,) c Bi 
where newi is a fresh predicate symbol and X1, . . . . X, are the linking variables of Bi 
in C. 
We then apply the Elimination Procedure to the program P and each definition 
clause Cr, . . . , C,. If the m executions of that procedure terminate then we can 
eliminate the unnecessary variables of C by folding the blocks of its body using 
c c,. 1, ***, 
Theorem 1. The Elimination Procedure is partially correct. 
Proof. The following assertion is an invariant of the while-do statement: 
(i) for every goal G containing only predicates in P we have that: 
Ans(P, G) = Ans((lnDefs u (P - (C}) u TransfC), G) and 
(ii) TransfC does not contain any unnecessary variables. 
Part (i) of the above assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that we use 
the definition, unfolding, and folding transformation rules [14]. Part (ii) of the 
assertion is a consequence of the execution of the (Folding steps) phase. Indeed, by 
folding we replace each block with unnecessary variables by an atom which (by 
construction) does not contain any unnecessary variables. 
Thus, if the execution of the while-do statement terminates then the above assertion 
holds and, moreover, InDefs = 0. Therefore, after the execution of the Elimination 
Procedure, the properties of TransfC specified in the Output part of that procedure 
hold. 0 
Theorem 2. The problem of deciding whether or not the Elimination Procedure termin- 
ates for a given program and a given clause is not solvable. 
Proof. Let us say that a program P strongly terminates for a goal G iff all SLD- 
derivations [lS] of P u {G} are finite. Let us also consider binary programs [21]: they 
are definite programs such that the body of each clause contains at most one atom. 
Since every partial recursive function can be computed by an appropriate binary 
program, the problem of strong termination of binary programs is not decidable. The 
problem is still undecidable if we restrict ourselves to the class Bl of the binary 
programs which define one predicate only of arity 1. (It is enough to encode tuples of 
terms via single terms.) 
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We now show that the problem of strong termination of binary programs in Bl is 
reducible to the problem of termination of the Elimination Procedure. Let us consider 
a generic program P in the class Bl. It has the following form: 
P@l) + PW. * * * P(L) + P(U”).l 
Let G be the goal t p(r), where I is a given term. With the program P and the goal 
G we associate the following program P’, where X is a new variable symbol: 
{4(r) + pl(r9 x). 
pl(% X). *** dbk, x). 
Notice that all goals in an SLD-derivation of P u { + p(r)} have the form + p(b), 
where b is a term, and all definition clauses which are generated by an execution of the 
Elimination Procedure for the input pair (P’, q(r) t pl(r, X)) have the form 
new( ...)t pl(b,s”‘(X)), where s”(X) stands for the term s(...s(X)...) with m ( 20) 
occurrences of s. 
We will conclude the proof by showing that the program P strongly terminates 
for the goal t p(r) if the Elimination Procedure terminates for the input 
V’, 4(r) + PW, Xl>. 
(If) Suppose that there exists an infinite SLD-derivation of P u { t p(r)}. The proof 
of the existence of a nonterminating execution of the Elimination Procedure for 
(P’, q(r) c pl (I, X)) is based on the following fact. (The details of the proof are left to 
the reader.) 
Suppose that for the goal t p(b) and the clause p(t) t p(u) in P we derive by one 
SLD-resolution step the new goal e p(b,). Let us consider an execution of the body of 
the while-do statement of the Elimination Procedure starting from the clause D of 
the form: newk(. .) t pl(b, s’“(X)) with the existential variable X. By unfolding D 
using clause pl (t, X) t pl (u, s(X)) in P’ we get a clause of the form: newk(...) t
pl (b, s’“+ l(X)), where X is again an existential variable. The atom pl (b,, s’“+ l(X)) is 
not a faithful variant of the body of any previously derived clause, because for each 
unfolding step the size of the second argument of pl increases. Therefore, the 
Elimination Procedure generates a new definition of the form: newkl(...) t 
pl(bi, s”+‘(X)). 
(Only if) Suppose that there exists a nonterminating execution of the Elimination 
procedure for the input (P’, q(r) t pl(r, X)). The proof of the existence of an infinite 
SLD-derivation of P u ( t p(r)) is based on the following fact. (Again we leave to the 
reader the task of completing the proof.) Suppose that, by an execution of the body of 
the while-do statement, from a definition clause of the form newk(. .) t pl (b, s”(X)) 
we generate a new definition clause of the form: newkl(...) t pl(bI, s”“(X)). Then, 
from the goal c p(b) we derive by one resolution step the new goal t p(b,). 0 
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Notice that the Elimination Procedure is nondeterministic if we do not specify 
a function for selecting the atom to be unfolded, and unfortunately, it is often the case 
that the termination of the procedure is affected by the choice of that function. 
In this paper we assume that a selection function is a function which, for any given 
clause C with nonempty body, returns an atom of the body of C. This atom is called 
the selected atom. We also assume that the selected atom is uniquely determined by 
the body of the input clause C. Thus, the notion of selection function is analogous to 
that of computation rule [15]. When we specify a selection function S, we say that the 
Elimination Procedure is performed via S. 
3. A Class of programs for which the elimination of unnecessary variables ucceeds 
In this section we address the crucial problem of finding a class of (program, clause) 
pairs for which the Elimination Procedure via a suitable selection function terminates. 
For defining this class we first need the notions of nonascending programs and 
tree-like programs. We then introduce a syntactic operation on programs, called split, 
and we present the main result of this section which ensures the termination of the 
Elimination Procedure if the program can be split into a nonascending program and 
a tree-like program. 
3.1. Nonascending programs 
We assume that terms of atoms are represented by trees whose nodes are labelled by 
predicate, function, and variable symbols. 
Let t be a term (or an atom) represented by a tree T and let X be a variable in t. The 
depth of X in t, denoted by depth(X, t), is the length of the shortest path from the root 
of T to a leaf labelled by X. The height oft, denoted by height(t), is the length of the 
longest path from the root of T to a leaf. 
Definition 7 (Term comparison). If t and u are terms (or atoms) we say that t is smaller 
that u, and we write t <*u, iff for each variable X in uars(t) n oars(u) we have that 
depth(X, t) < depth(X, u). 
Notice that the < * relation is not a partial ordering relation. Indeed, it is neither 
antisymmetric nor transitive. 
Definition 8 (Linearity). A term, or an atom, or a set of atoms is linear iff each variable 
occurs in it at most once. A clause is said to be linear iff its head is a linear atom and its 
body is a linear set of atoms. 
Definition 9 (Nonascending programs). A clause H t AI, . . ., A, is said to be nonas- 
tending iff it is linear and for i = 1, . . ., n we have that Ai < *H. 
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A program is said to be nonascending iff all its clauses are either nonascending 
clauses or linear definition clauses. 
In a nonascending program we allow linear definition clauses because they are not 
recursively defined and, as we will see later, for those clauses the < * relation between 
the head and the atoms of the body is not relevant for the termination of the 
Elimination Procedure. 
Example 4. The clause 
rotate(tree(l, R), tree(R1, Ll)) t rotate(l, Ll), rotate(R, Rl). 
is nonascending. The clause 
reu( [H 1 T], Act, R) + reu( T, [H 1 kc], R). 
is not nonascending, because depth(Acc, reo( T, [HI Act], R)) > depth(Acc, reu( [HI T], 
Act, R)). The clause 
rotate_leftdepth(Treel, N) c rotate(Tree1, Tree2), leftdepth(Tree2, N). 
is not linear (thus, it is not nonascending) because the variable Tree2 occurs twice in 
the body. 
We now present some preliminary results which will be useful to prove the 
termination of the Elimination Procedure. Let us consider an execution of the 
Elimination Procedure via a selection function S for (P, C). 
Let lnDej& be the value assigned to the variable InDefi at the end of the ith 
execution of the body of the while-do statement. By definition ZnDefs,, = {Cl, and if 
ZnDefii = 0 for some i > 0 (that is, the Elimination Procedure terminates) then we 
assume that ZnDefsj exists and ZnDefsj = 0. 
The following lemma characterizes the termination of the Elimination Procedure. 
Lemma 3. The Elimination Procedure terminates ifl there exists two positive integers 
H and K such that for every index i and for eoery clause D in ZnDefsi we have that: 
1. for every atom A in the body of D height(A) < H, and 
2. the number of atoms in the body of D is at most K. 
Proof. If the Elimination Procedure terminates then the sequence of values assigned 
to the variable ZnDefs is finite and this implies the existence of H and K as required. 
To prove the inverse implication let us notice that each unfolding, definition, and 
folding step terminates. Thus, it is enough to show that the body of the while-do 
statement is executed a finite number of times, that is, there exists i 2 0 such that 
ZnDefsi = 0. 
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By contradiction we assume that ZnDefii # 8 for all i 2 0. This implies that the set 
InDefs, = (DI, . . . . D,, . . . ) of definition clauses which are added to InDefi during the 
execution of the procedure is infinite (otherwise the executions of the assignment 
ZnDefs:= InDefi - {D} would eventually produce the empty set). 
By hypotheses 1 and 2 and the condition that the arguments of the head of 
a definition clause are variables occurring in its body, we have that there exists 
a positive integer L such that the head of each clause in ZnDefs, has at most 
L variables as arguments. Since no new predicates are introduced in the bodies of 
clauses in InDefi, (because no folded clause is added to InDefi by the Elimination 
Procedure), there exist two clauses D, and D, in InDefs, which differ only for the 
names of the variables and the names of the predicates in their heads. Thus the body of 
D, is a faithful variant of the one of D, and this contradicts condition (ii) of the 
Definition steps in the Elimination Procedure. 0 
Lemma 4. Let C be a linear clause and D be a nonascending clause. Suppose that an 
atom A in the body of C is unifiable with the head of D. Let E be the clause obtained by 
unfolding A using D. Then E is a linear clause and for every atom Q in the body of the 
E the following inequation holds: 
height(Q) < max{height(R)jR is an atom occurring in {C, D}}. (t) 
Proof. LetCbetheclauseHtA,,..., A,,, and A be the atom Ai for some i in (1, . . . , m}. 
Let D be the clause K t B,, . . . . B,. As usual, we assume that we can freely rename 
the variables in the clauses and hence we may assume that oars(C) n vars(D) = 8. The 
most general unifier o between A and K, computed by Robinson’s algorithm [lS], 
consists ofthe set ofbindings {Xl/tl,...,Xr/tr,X,+l/t,.+l,...,Xs/ts}, where: 
-X i, . . . . X, are distinct variables occurring in A, 
- X,+1, . . . . X, are distinct variables occurring in K, and 
- forj = 1, . . . . s, Xj does not occur in (tl, . . . . ts}. 
By the hypothesis that C and D are linear clauses without common variables we 
have that, for j, k = 1, . . . . s: 
1. tj is a linear term, 
2. ,ars(tj) n uars(tJ = 0 if j # k, 
3. tXZrS(tj) n uars(H) = 0 if 1 <j < r, 
4. uars(tj)nuars((K,Al,..., Ai_t,Bl,..., B,,Ai+l,..., A,))=@ifr+l<j<~,and 
5. depth(Xj, K) + height(tj) < height(A) if r + 1 <j < S. 
Let us consider clause E. It is of the form: 
From points 1,2,3, and the linearity of H it follows that Ho is linear. From points 1,2, 
4, and the linearity of {B,, . . . , B,} we have that the set of atoms {B,, . . . , B,}o is linear. 
Sincevars({A,,...,Ai_1,Ai+l,...,A,})nuars({A,K})=Q, we have that 
(A 1, .*., Ai-1, Ai+r, ***T Am}a = {A,, ..., Ai-1, Ai+r, ***p A,} 
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Thus, by the linearity of C, we have that {A,, . . . , Ai_ 1, Ai+ 1, . . . . A,}n is linear and we 
also have that 
UMS({d,, **.) Ai- Ai+j, ***p A,)G) n fJtWS((B1, a**, B,}C) = 0. 
Hence E is linear. 
Now, let Q be an atom in the body of E. If Q = At for some k in { 1, . . . . m} then (t) 
trivially holds. Let us consider the case where Q = Bja for some j in (1, . . . . n}. If 
height(Bjc) = height(Bj) then (t) trivially holds. If height(Bja) > hei& then in 
0 there exists a binding X,/t,, with I + 1 < u < s, such that: 
h&Jht(BjG) = depth(X,, Bj) + height@,) 
< depth(X,, K) + height(&) (because D is nonascending) 
< height(d) (by point 5). 
Thus, also in this case the inequality (t) holds. 0 
We are now able to give our first result about the termination of the Elimination 
Procedure. 
Theorem 5. Let P be a nonascending program, C a definition clause in P, and S a selec- 
tion function. The Elimination Procedure via S terminates for the input (P, C>. 
Proof. Let H be max{height(R)IR is an atom occurring in P}. We consider the set 
{ ZnDefii 1 i 2 01. We first show by induction on i that for all i 2 0 and for each clause 
D of ZnDefii the following property holds: 
(IX) the body of D consists of precisely one linear atom A and height(A) < H. 
Then, by Lemma 3, it follows that the Elimination Procedure terminates. 
Basis. Since ZnDefs,, = (C}, property (a) follows directly from the hypotheses. 
Inductive Step. Suppose that in ZnDefsi+ 1 - ZnDefsi there exists at least one clause, 
say E. (Otherwise property (u) trivially holds for all clauses of ZnDefsi+ 1.) By definition 
of the Elimination Procedure there exist a clause A4 of ZnDefsi, a clause T of P, and 
a clause N such that N can be obtained by unfolding M using T and the body of E is 
a block of PartB(N). T is not a definition clause, otherwise its head would not be 
unifiable with any atom in the body of M. Thus, by definition of a nonascending 
program, T is a nonascending clause. 
By inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4 we have that N is a linear clause and the 
height of every atom in the body of N is not larger than H. Since each block of the 
body of a linear clause consists of one atom only, property (or) holds for E. 0 
Example 5. Let us consider the following clauses introduced during the development 
of the Rotate_Leftdepth program in Example 1: 
2. rotate(leaf, leaf). 
3. rotate(tree(L, R), tree(L1, Rl)) c rotate(L, Ll), rotate(R, Rl). 
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4. rotate(tree(l, R), tree(R1, Ll)) c rotate(l, Ll), rotate(R, Rl). 
12. new2(R) t rotate(R, Rl). 
Let P be the set of clauses {2,3,4,12}. The pair (P, clause 12) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 5. Indeed the Elimination Procedure terminates for the input 
(P, clause 12) and its output consists of the following two clauses (see Example 1): 
13. new2(leuf). 
15. new2(tree(l, R)) t new2(L), new2(R). 
3.2. Tree-like programs 
Definition 10 (Tree-like programs). A clause C is said to be tree-like iff either 
(i) C is of the form po(to) + pl(tl), . .., p,,(t,) where to, ti, . . . . t, are linear terms and, for 
i = l,..., n, ti is a subterm of to, or 
(ii) C can be obtained from a tree-like clause B,, c Bi, . . . , B, by replacing some Bi in 
{R ,,, . . . , B,} by a nullary predicate symbol. 
A set B of atoms is tree-like iff there exists a tree-like clause whose body is B. 
A program P is tree-like iff each clause of P is either a tree-like clause or a definition 
clause with tree-like body. 
In the above definition and throughout the paper the subterm relation is assumed 
to be reflexive. 
Notice that definition clauses with tree-like bodies in a tree-like program are not 
relevant for the termination of the Elimination Procedure because their heads do not 
unify with the head of any other clause in the program. 
Example 6. The following clauses are tree-like: 
btree(leuf). 
btree(tree(l, R)) t bee(l), bee(R). 
p t bee(l), bee(R). 
We now introduce a class of suitable selection functions which can be applied 
during the execution of the Elimination Procedure. 
Definition 11 (Synchronized descent rules). Given a set G of atoms, an atom M in G is 
said to be a maximal atom iff for each atom A in G we have that A 6 *M. A selection 
function S is said to be a synchronized descent rule (or SDR for short) iff given a clause 
with nonempty body, S selects in that body a maximal atom, if any, otherwise S selects 
any atom. 
Notice that if the maximal atom exists, it need not be unique. 
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Lemma 6. (u) A tree-like set of atoms has a maximal atom. (p) Let C be a clause with 
tree-like body and A be a maximal atom in the body of C. Let D be a tree-like clause 
whose head is unifiable with A, and E be the clause obtained by unfolding A using D. 
Then we have that: 
1. the body of E is tree-like, and 
2. for each atom Q in the body of E height(Q) ,< max{height(R)I R is an atom occurring 
in {C, D}}. 
Proof. (CL) We first show that in a tree-like set S of atoms there is always a maximal 
atom. We reason by induction on the cardinality of S. 
If S is a singleton then the element of S is a maximal atom of S. 
Suppose that S has more than one element. Take an element of S, say A. If A has no 
common variable with any other element of S then A is maximal. Otherwise, consider 
an element of S different from A, say B, with a variable in common with A. Since S is 
a tree-like set either (i) the argument of A is a subterm of the argument of B or (ii) the 
argument of B is a subterm of the argument of A. In case (i) S has a maximal atom iff 
S - {A} does, and in case (ii) S has a maximal atom iff S - {B} does. By inductive 
hypothesis S has a maximal atom. 
(I3) LetCbetheclauseHcAl,...,A,andDbeKtB,,...,B,.Sincetheorderof 
the atoms in the body of a clause is immaterial, we may assume A = AI, Clause E is of 
the form: 
(Ht B1, . . . . B,, Al, . . . . A,& 
where a is the most general unifier of A and K, computed by Robinson’s algorithm. 
We consider two cases: (i) A = p, where p is a nullary predicate, and (ii) A = q(t), 
where q is a unary predicate and t is a linear term. 
Case(i): In this case a is the identity substitution and therefore the clause E has the form 
H t B1, . . . . B,, AZ, . . . . A,,,. 
The body of E is tree-like because the sets of atoms B1, . . . . B, and AZ, . . . . A,,, are 
tree-like and they do not share any variable. Thus property 1 holds. 
The validity of property 2 is an immediate consequence of the fact that all the atoms 
which occur in the body of E occur in {C, D} as well. 
Case(ii): Let us consider the atom Aa = q(ta), which is the most general common 
instance of A and K. Aa is a linear atom because A and K are linear atoms without 
common variables. We also have that height(Aa) = max{height(A), height(K)}. 
Let A 2, . . . , Ak (k < m) be the atoms in the body of C which belong to the same block 
of q(t) w.r.t. the equivalence relation 1. The atoms Ak+ 1, . . . . A, share variables with 
neither q(t) nor K, and therefore Ajo = Aj for k + 1 <j < m. Thus E has the form 
Ha+ BIa, . . . . B,,a, Aza ,..., Aka, Ak+I, . . . . A,,,. 
Since D is a tree-like clause we have that for i = 1, . . . , n, Bta is either a nullary atom or 
its argument is a subterm of the linear term to. We also have that, for i = 2, . . . , k, the 
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argument of Ai is a subterm oft and, therefore, the argument of Aio is a subterm of to. 
This implies that the set of atoms {Bra, . . . . &G, A2c, . . . . &o} is tree-like. 
The set {&+r, . . . . A,} is tree-like by hypothesis and uars( {Ak+ r, . . ., A,}) 
n oars( {BlcT, . ..) B,a, AZCT, . . .) Ako}) = $. Thus, the body of E is a tree-like 
set of atoms because it is the union of two tree-like sets which have disjoint sets of 
variables. 
We also have that the height of each atom in {Bra, . . . . &a, Azc, . . . . &r} is 
not larger than height(q(to)), and height(q(to)) < max{height(q(t)), height(K)) G 
max {height(R) 1 R is an atom occurring in {C, O> }. Recalling that Ak + r, . . . , A,,, belong 
to C we get the thesis. 0 
Theorem 7. Let P be Q tree-like program and C a definition clause in P. The Elimination 
Procedure via an SDR terminates for the input (P, C>. 
Proof. Let H be max{height(R) 1 R is an atom occurring in P}. Let us consider the set 
{ZnDefsili 2 01. We first show by induction on i that for all i > 0 and for all D of 
ZnDefsi we have that: 
1. The body of D is tree-like, and 
2. for every atom Q in the body of D height(Q) < H. 
Basis. By hypothesis properties 1 and 2 hold for C. 
Inductive Step. Suppose that in ZnDefsi+ 1 - ZnDefsi there exists at least one clause, 
say E. (Otherwise properties 1 and 2 hold for all clauses of ZnDefsi+ 1.) By definition of 
the Elimination Procedure there exist a clause A4 of ZnDefsi, a clause T of P, and 
a clause N such that N can be obtained by unfolding A4 using T and the body of E is 
a block of PartB(N). 
By inductive hypothesis the body of M is tree-like and therefore it has a maximal 
atom (see Lemma 6). Since the Elimination Procedure uses an SDR, we have that the 
atom selected for unfolding is a maximal one. Clause T is not a definition clause, 
otherwise its head would not be unifiable with any atom in the body of M. Thus, T is 
a tree-like clause, and by Lemma 6 we have that the body of N is tree-like. 
By definition the height of every atom in T is not larger than H. Thus, by inductive 
hypothesis and Lemma 6 we have that property 2 holds for N. Since the body of E is 
a subset of the body of N, properties 1 and 2 hold for clause E. This concludes the 
proof of the inductive step. 
We will now show that there exists a positive integer K such that for every i 2 0 and 
for every clause D of InDefsi the number of atoms in the body of D is at most K. Then 
by Lemma 3 we will get the thesis. 
Let us consider a clause D of ZnDefsi for a given i 2 0. By definition of the 
Elimination Procedure, PartB(D) consists of a unique block B. Since B is tree-like it 
has a maximal atom A. There are two cases: 
(i) A = p, where p is a nullary predicate, and 
(ii) A = q(t), where q is a unary predicate and t is a linear term. 
In case (i) B consists of one atom only. 
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In case (ii) every atom in B has the form r(u), where u is a subterm oft. By property 
2 the term t may have at most K subterms, where K depends on H and the arity of the 
function symbols in P. Thus, B may contain at most R x K atoms, where R is the 
number of predicates occurring in P. 
This implies that for all i > 0 and for all D of InDefsi the height of each atom in the 
body of D is not larger than H and the number of atoms in the body of D is at most 
RxK. 0 
3.3. Splitting programs into nonascending and tree-like components 
The classes of nonascending and tree-like programs do not include most programs 
that one writes in practice. For instance, the Rotate_Leftdepth program presented in 
the introductory example is not nonascending because the clause which defines the 
rotate_leftdepth predicate is not nonascending (see Example 4). Rotate_Leftdepth is 
not tree-like either, because it contains binary predicates. 
However, it is often possible to suitably decompose programs into pairs of tree-like 
programs and nonascending programs and in that case we are guaranteed that the 
Elimination Procedure terminates, as Theorem 8 below shows. 
Definition 12 (Split). Let P be a program. A total function II from the set of predicate 
symbols in P to the set of natural numbers is said to be a splitting function for P iff for 
each predicate symbol p we have that: 0 < n(p) < arity of p. 
(i) Let p be an n-ary predicate in P and x be a splitting function for P such that 
x(p) = i. The split of the atom p(tI, . . . . tn) w.r.t. a is the pair of atoms defined as 
follows: 
if n = 0 (that is, p is a nullary predicate) then (p, p), 
if i = 0 then (p, p(tt, . . . . t.), 
if n = 1 and i = 1 then (p(t& p), and 
if n > 1 and i > 0 then (p(tJ, p(tI, . . . . ti-1, ti+t, . . . . t,)). 
(ii) The split of a set of atoms {A,, . . . . A,,,} w.r.t. rr is the pair ({AIL ,..., AmL}, 
{A ~RP--*, AmR}), where (Au,, Ais) is the split of Ai w.r.t. rr, for i = 1, . . . , m. 
We say that the split (B,, &) of a set of B of atoms is disjoint iff uars(B,) n 
uars(B,) = 0. 
(iii) The split of the clause A0 t AI, . . . . A, w.r.t. z is (AOL t AIL, . . . . A,,,nL 
AOR+ AIR,..., A,,,s), where (An_, Ais) is the split of Ai w.r.t. x, for i = 0, . . . . m. 
The split (C,, CR) of a clause C is disjoint iff uars(Ct) n vars(CR) = 8. 
(iv) The split of the program {C,, . . . . C,} w.r.t. IC is the pair of programs ({Cr,,, . . . . 
CkL}, {ClR,-, CkR}), where (CiL, CiR) is the split of Ci w.r.t. II, for i = 1, . . . . k. 
The split of P is disjoint iff the split of every clause in P is disjoint. 
We will usually represent a splitting function a for a program P as a finite set of 
pairs of the form (p, x(p)), one for each predicate symbol p in P. 
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Example 7. Let us consider the program Rotate_Leftdepth of Example 1 and let II be 
((rotate-feftdepth, 0), (rotate, 2), (leftdepth, 1)). 
The split of Rotate_Lefdepth w.r.t. rc is the pair of programs ( { l.L, 2.L, 3.L, S.L, 6.L), 
{l.R, 2.R, 3.R, 5.R, 6.R}), made out of the following clauses: 
l.L rotate_leftdepth l.R rotate_leftdepth(Treel, IV) 
+ rotate(Tree2), leftdepth(Tree 2). t rotate(Treel), leftdepth( 
2.L rotate(leaf). 2.R rotate(leaf). 
3.L rotate(tree(L1, Rl)) 3.R rotate(tree(L, R)) 
c rotate( rotate(R1). t rotate(L), rotate(R). 
5.L leftdepth(leaf). 5.R lefdepth(0). 
6.L lefidepth(tree(L, R)) c leftdepth( 6.R leftdepth(succ(N)) t leftdepth( 
Clauses 4.L and 4.R produced by splitting clause 4 w.r.t R are not given, because 
they are variants of the clauses 3.L and 3.R, respectively. 
Notice that the split of the Rotate_Leftdepth program w.r.t. the given n is disjoint. 
Notice also that { 1 .L, . . . , 6.L) is a tree-like program and { l.R, . . . ,6.R} is a nonascend- 
ing program. 
The following result ensures that if a program can be split into a pair consisting of 
a tree-like program and a nonascending program then all its unnecessary variables 
can be eliminated. 
Theorem 8. Let P be a program, C a definition clause in P, and R a splitting function for 
P. Suppose that: 
1. P - {C} is a linear program, and 
2. the split (PL, PR) of P w.r.t. R is disjoint, PL is a tree-like program, and PR is 
a nonascending program. 
Then the Elimination Procedure via an SDR terminates for the input (P, C>. 
Proof. Let H be max {height(R)1 R is an atom occurring in P} and J be the number of 
atoms in the body of C. Let ZnDefs, be the value of the variable ZnDefs at the end of the 
nth execution of the while-do statement of the Elimination Procedure. By definition 
we assume that ZnDefso = {C}. 
Given an atom A, we denote by AL the left component of the split of A w.r.t. rr. A set 
S of atoms is said to be an L-chain iff for any two elements Sr and Sz of S we have that 
either the argument of SIL is a subterm of the argument of SzL or the argument of 
Szr. is a subterm of the argument of SIti Given a set S, its cardinality is denoted by 1 SI. 
We will show by induction on n that, for all n and for all D of InDefs,, the following 
properties hold for D: 
CL. The split <BDL, BDn) of the body of D is disjoint, BDL is tree-like, BDs is linear. 
B. For every atom Q in the body of D height(Q) < H. 
y. For every L-chain S in the body of D we have that 1 SI < J. 
Basis. ZnDefso = {C} and by hypothesis properties u, p, and y hold for C. 
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Inductive Step. Assume that ~1, B, and y hold for all clauses of ZnDefi, for n 2 0. We 
show that they hold for all clauses of ZnDefs,.,. To this aim we consider a generic 
clause E of (ZnDefss, +1 - ZnDefs,). The definition of the Elimination Procedure ensures 
the existence of a definition clause M of ZnDefs,, a clause T of P, and clause N, such 
that N can be obtained from M by an unfolding step using T, and the body of E is 
a block of PartB(N). We have to show that properties et, p, and y hold for E. 
Let us first show that properties ct and B hold for E. Suppose that (M,, MR) and 
( TL, TR) are the splits w.r.t. IC of M and T, respectively. Let BN be the body of N and 
(BNL, BNR) the split of BN w.r.t. 71. The split of the body of M is disjoint by inductive 
hypothesis a, and (TL, TR) is disjoint by hypothesis 2. 
We may assume that mm(M) n uurs(T) = 8, because M and Tare different clauses. 
Therefore, the split (BNL, BNR) is disjoint. We also have that BNL and BNR are 
equal to the bodies of the clauses obtained by unfolding ML and MR using TL and T,, 
respectively. BNL is tree-like by inductive hypothesis ol, hypothesis 2, and Lemma 6. 
BNR is linear by inductive hypothesis a, hypothesis 2, and Lemma 4. Thus, a holds for 
clause N. 
By inductive hypothesis u, hypothesis 2, and Lemma 6, property p holds for BNL. 
By inductive hypothesis a, hypothesis 2, and Lemma 4, property p holds for BNR. 
Thus B holds for clause N. 
Recalling that the body of E is a block of PartB(N), we have that properties a and 
B hold for E. 
We are now left with the proof of property y for clause E. Let S be an L-chain 
contained in a block of PartB(N). We have to show that ISI < .Z. 
Suppose that the definition clause M is of the form A0 t AI, . . . . A, and the 
program clause T is of the form B. t Bi, . . . . B,. Suppose also that the SDR we 
consider, selects the atom Aj for some j in (1, . . . , m}. Then the clause N obtained by 
unfolding Aj in M using T is of the form 
where cr is the most general unifier of Aj and Bo, computed by Robinson’s algorithm. 
Given two distinct elements u and u in { 1, . . . , j - 1, j + 1, . . . , m> such that A,a and 
A,a are in the same block of PurtB(N) and the argument of Au,y is a subterm of the 
argument of AoLq it is not difficult to show, by using property a and hypothesis 2, that 
uurs(A,,a) n uurs(A,,a) # 8 and the argument of A,, is a subterm of the argument of 
A VL. 
Now there are two cases. 
Case(i): S n {Blo, . . . . B,o} = 8. Since the order of the atoms in the body of a clause 
is not relevant, we may assume S = {Alo, . . . . A,a}. We have that {A,, . . . . Ak} is an 
L-chain in the body of M ~ZnDefs~. By inductive hypothesis y it follows that (S( = 
l{A I,..., A&l < .Z. 
Case (ii): Sn {Blcr, . . . . Bp} # 8. By hypothesis 1 we have that two distinct atoms in 
{B,e, . . . . B,a} do not share any variable. Thus, S contains at most one Big, call it B, for 
some i in (1, . . . . r}, because any two elements of S have at least one common variable. 
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Let us assume that S is {Ala, . . . . Ak-rcr,B}. We have to show that k < J. Aj is 
a maximal atom (see Definition 11) of the body of M, because it has been selected by 
an SDR. PartB(M) consists of one block only, because M is a definition clause. By 
inductive hypothesis 01, {AIL, . . . , AmL} is a tree-like set of atoms where the argument of 
each element is a subterm of the argument of the linear atom A,. 
The set of atoms {A,, . . . . Ak_l} is an L-chain because so is {A,, . . . . Ak_l}~. For 
i = 1, . . . . k - 1 the argument of AiL is a subterm of the argument of A,. Thus, 
(A r, . . . . Ak_ 1, Aj) is an L-chain and, by inductive hypothesis 7, we have that k < J. 
This concludes the proof of properties cl, B, and y for all clauses of {ZnDef,ln 2 O}. 
Let D be a clause of ZnDefi, for a given n. Since D is a definition clause PartB(D) 
consists of one block only. Thus, by property CL the body of D has a maximal atom, say 
V, such that for every atom Win the body of D the argument of W, is a subterm of the 
argument, say t, of VL. 
By property B we have that height(vL) < H. Therefore, t has at most Hl subterms, 
where Hl depends on H and the arity of the function symbols in P. Let us now 
consider the set 2, = {V 1 V is an atom in the body of D and the argument of V,_ is u} 
for any subterm u oft. In the body of D there are at most Hl x Jl atoms, where Jl is 
the maximal cardinality of Z,, when u ranges over the subterms of t. Since Z,, is an 
L-chain, by property y it follows that Jl < J. 
Thus, for every n and for every clause D of ZnDefi, we have that property B holds 
and the number of atoms in the body of D is at most Hl x J. Then, by Lemma 3 we get 
the thesis. 0 
Notice that Theorem 5 can be regarded as a special case of Theorem 8. 
Indeed, every nonascending program P is linear and it can be split into a tree-like and 
a nonascending program by taking as splitting function x = {(p, 0) 1 p is a predicate 
occurring in P}. 
The Rotate-Leftdepth program of Example 1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 
8 (see the split of Rotate_Leftdepth shown in Example 7). Indeed, the derivation 
presented in Example 1 is an application of the Elimination Procedure via an 
SDR. 
We will now present an example which shows that we cannot discard from 
Theorem 8 the hypothesis requiring that the split of the program is disjoint. 
Example 8. Let P be the program made out of the following set of clauses: 
{P + q(X), r(X). 40(X, r)) + 4X, r). r(t(X, r)) + 4x9 r). 
4090). 40, 0). 
u@(X), Y) + 4x9 Y). v(s(X), s(Y)) + 4x9 n.> 
Let C be the clause p t q(X), r(X) and K be the splitting function {(p, O), (q, l), 
(r, l), (u, l), (u, 1)) and (PL, PR) be the split of P w.r.t. n. We have that P - {C} 
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satisfies hypothesis 1 of Theorem 8, PL is a tree-like program, and PR is a nonascend- 
ing program. However, the given split (P‘, PR) is not disjoint. Indeed, the split of the 
clause q(t(X, Y)) c u(X, Y) is (q(t(X, Y)) c u(X), q t u(Y)) and the variable Y oc- 
curs in both components. 
Let us now consider the selection function S which, given a clause D with nonempty 
body B, selects in B the leftmost maximal atom, if any, and otherwise it selects the 
leftmost atom. S is an SDR. We have that the application of the Elimination 
Procedure via S does not terminate. Indeed, it generates the following infinite 
sequence of definition clauses: 
newi + n(X, Y), r(t(X, r)). 
new2 t u(X, Y), 0(X, Y). 
new3 + n(X, Y), t+(X), Y). 
new4 + W, s(Y)), VW, r). 
new5 + UK s(Y)), dsW), r). 
new, + 4X, s(Y)), 4ff-4(X), r). 
. . . 
4. Application of the transformation technique to unrestricted programs 
In this section we will show the use of our transformation techniques for programs 
which are not included in the classes described in the previous section. We introduce 
the notion of marked programs, and we present an extension of the Elimination 
Procedure which can be applied to those programs. 
The concept of marked logic programs is related to the one of blazed functional 
terms in the so-called deforestation technique of Wadler [22]. However, in Wadler’s 
approach blazing is assigned on the basis of the type information, while here we use an 
untyped logic language. 
We will show that, by using the so-called generalization rule [19], we can extend the 
applicability of our transformation techniques to all programs. However, in that case 
only a purtiul elimination of the unnecessary variables is guaranteed, as we will see below. 
Definition 13 (Marked programs). In a marked program the predicate symbols are 
divided into two disjoint sets: the relevant ones and the nonrelevant ones. We assume 
that if the body of a clause contains a relevant predicate then also the predicate 
occurring in the head of that clause is relevant. 
A clause of a marked program is called a marked clause. An atom whose predicate is 
relevant is called a relevant atom. We assume that all atoms of each definition clause 
are relevant. 
The relevant portion of a marked clause C, denoted by Rel(C), is the clause 
obtained from C by deleting the nonrelevant atoms. The relevant portion of a marked 
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program P, denoted by &l(P), is the set of the relevant portions of the program 
clauses. 
Given a marked clause C we define PartBR(C) = PartB(Rel(C)). 
Example 9. Let C be the clause h t p(X), q(X, Y) r(Y), and assume that h, p, and r are 
relevant predicates while q is a nonrelevant predicate. The relevant portion of C is the 
clause h c p(X), r(Y). 
Thus, the blocks of PartBR(C) are {p(X)> and {r(Y)}. 
The unnecessary variables of marked clauses are defined as follows. 
Definition 14 (Unnecessary variables of marked clauses). Let C be a marked clause of 
the form H t RI, . . . . Rk, N1, . . . . N,, where RI, . . . . Rk are the relevant atoms and 
N 1, -.-, N, are the nonrelevant ones. A variable X in C is unnecessary iff either 
X occurs in vars( {R,, . . . , Rk}) - vars( { H, N1, . . . , N,}) or X occurs more than once in 
R 1, .-*, & 
Notice that for marked clauses we do not introduce a new notion of existential and 
multiple variables. Indeed, given a marked clause C its existential and multiple 
variables are defined as if C were not marked (that is, according to Definition 1). 
Notice also that, if Rel(C) = C, that is, all atoms of C are relevant, then a variable in 
C is unnecessary in the sense of Definition 14 iff it is unnecessary in the sense of 
Definition 1. However, in general, a variable which is unnecessary in the sense of 
Definition 1 need not be unnecessary in the sense of Definition 14, because it may also 
occur in a nonrelevant atom. For instance, in clause C of Example 9, the variable Y is 
unnecessary in the sense of Definition 1, because it does not occur in the head, but Y is 
not unnecessary in the sense of Definition 14, because it occurs in the relevant atom 
r(Y) and also in the nonrelevant atom q(X, Y). 
For marked programs it is not the case that a linking variable of a block in 
PartBR(C) is always a nonexistential variable of that block (and this fact motivates 
the introduction of the notion of linking variables in Definition 2). Referring again to 
Example 9, the variables X and Yin clause C are existential variables. X and Y are 
also linking variables for {p(X)} and {r(Y)}, respectivey, because they occur in q(X, Y). 
Remark. From now on all clauses and programs are assumed to be marked and the 
notion of unnecessary variable is the one of Definition 14, unless otherwise specified. 
We now give a version of the Elimination Procedure, called Extended Elimination 
Procedure, which can be applied to marked programs to eliminate their unnecessary 
variables. 
Extended Elimination Procedure 
Input: (P, C) where P is a marked program and C is a marked definition clause of P. 
Output: a set TransfC of marked clauses such that: 
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(i) An@, G) = Ans((P - {C}) u TransfC, G) for each goal G containing only 
predicates in P, 
(ii) TransjC does not contain any unnecessary variable. 
Let InDefs and OutDefs be sets of marked clauses. 
ZnDefs := {C}; OutDefs := 8; TransfC := 8; 
while there exists a clause D E InDefs do 
(Unfolding step) Unfold a relevant atom in the body of D using clauses in P and 
collect in set Ur, all derived nonfailing clauses: 
(Definitions steps) For each clause E in U,, and for each block B EP~T~BR(E) such 
that: 
(i) B contains at least one unnecessary variable (according to Definition 14), and 
(ii) B is not a faithful variant of the body of any clause in the set InDefs u OutDefs, 
add to InDefs the new clause newp(X1, .. ., X,) c B, where newp is a fresh 
predicate symbol, which is assumed to be relevant, and {Xi, . . . , X,} is the set of 
the linking variables of B in E; 
(Folding steps) For every clause E in UD add to TransjC the clause obtained from 
E as follows: 
for every block B of PartBR(E) which is a faithful variant of the body of a clause 
N in ZnDefs u OutDefs, fold B in E using N (in particular, if no folding steps are 
possible then add E to TransfC); 
ZnDefs := ZnDefs - {D}; OutDefs := OutDefs u (D) 
od 
As for the Elimination Procedure presented in Section 2, we assume that the 
unfolding steps are performed according to a given selection function. In the case of 
marked programs, a selection function is a function which returns a relevant atom for 
any given clause with at least one relevant atom in the body. No unfolding steps are 
performed by the Extended Elimination Procedure on a clause without any relevant 
atom in its body. 
The proof of the partial correctness of the Extended Elimination Procedure is 
analogous to the one of the Elimination Procedure (see Theorem 1). 
Theorem 9 below allows us to apply to the Extended Elimination Procedure the 
termination results which have been proved in the case of the Elimination Procedure. 
Theorem 9. Let P be a marked program and C a marked definition clause in P. Suppose 
that the Elimination Procedure via a selection function S terminates for the input 
(Rel(P), C). Then the Extended Elimination Procedure via SR terminates for the input 
(P, C) where SR is the selection function which, for every clause D, returns the atom 
S(Rel(D)). 
Proof. Let ExtZnDefsi be the value assigned to the variable InDefs at the end of the ith 
execution of the body of the while-do statement of the Extended Elimination Proced- 
ure for the input (P, C). By definition, ExtZnDefs,, = (C}. We have that the Extended 
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Elimination Procedure terminates iff there exist two positive integers H and K such 
that, for every index i and for every clause D of ExtInDefsi, we have that: 
- height(d) < H for every atom A in the body of D and 
- the number of atoms in the body of D is at most K. 
(We do not show the proof of this fact, because it is analogous to the one of 
Lemma 3, which refers to the termination of the basic version of the Elimination 
Procedure.) 
Let ZnDefsi be the value assigned to the variable ZnDefs at the end of the ith 
execution of the body of the while-do statement of the Elimination Procedure for the 
input (Rel(P), C). By definition, we assume that ZnDefso = {C}. Let InDefs, be 
Ui 2 o ZnDefsi. 
We will now show by complete induction on i that for all i 2 0 and for every 
definition clause D of ExtInDefsi, there exists a clause D’ of ZnDefs, such that: (a) the 
body B of D is equal to the body B’p of D’p where p is a renaming substitution, and 
(b) the linking variables of B’p in D’p are among the linking variables of B in D 
Property (a) and Lemma 3 will imply the termination of the Extended Elimination 
Procedure. Property (b) is only needed in the inductive proof of Property (a). 
Let D be a clause in ExtlnDefsi for some i 2 0. If i = 0 then ExtZnDefs, = {C} by 
definition, and C belongs to InDefs,. If i > 0, by definition of the Extended Elimina- 
tion Procedure, we have that for somej < i there exists a clause Do in ExtZnDefsj such 
that: (c) by unfolding Do via SR using a clause U in P we get a clause Eo, (d) the body 
B of D is a block of PartBR(E,), and (e) the linking variables of B in D are precisely the 
linking variables of B in Eo. 
By inductive hypothesis there exists a clause Db of ZnDefi, such that: (a) the body B. 
of Do is equal to the body Fop of nap, where p is a renaming substitution, and (b) the 
linking variables of flop in Dop are among the linking variables of B. in Do. By 
unfolding n0 via S using the clause Rel(U) we obtain a clause E. such that PurtB(Eb) 
is equal to PartBR(E,a), where rr is a renaming substitution, and the linking variables 
(in EL) of each block of PartB(Eb) are among the linking variables (in Eoo) of the 
corresponding block PartBR(Eoa). Therefore, Ba belongs to PurtB(Eo) and the 
linking variables of Bo in E. are among the linking variables of Ba in E,o. 
We will conclude the proof of the inductive step by showing that Ba contains at 
least one unnecessary variable of F. and therefore, by the definition of the Elimination 
Procedure, InDefs, contains a clause whose body is a faithful variant of Ba. 
Obviously, this clause will satisfy (a) and (b). 
Since B is the body of clause D in ExtInDefs, B contains at least one variable 
V which is unnecessary in clause E. (in the sense of Definition 14). V cannot be 
a linking variable of B in E. and the variable Vo cannot be a linking variable of Ba in 
Eoa. Thus, I/a is not a linking variable of Bo in EL. Since Rel(Eb) = EL, VCT is an 
unnecessary variable and we get the thesis. 0 
In the case of marked programs we say that a selection function in an SDR iff it 
selects a maximal (see Definition 11) relevant atom in the body of each clause, if any, 
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otherwise it selects any relevant atom. As a consequence of Theorems 8 and 9 we have 
the following result. 
Theorem 10. Let P be a marked program, C a marked defmition clause in P, and 
II a splitting function for Rel(P). Suppose that: 
1. Rel(P) - {C} is a linear program, and 
2. the split (Rel(P),, Rel(P),) of Rel(P) w.r.t. n is disjoint, Rel(P)L is a tree-like 
program, and Rel(P), is a nonascending program. 
Then the Extended Elimination Procedure via an SDR terminates for the input (P, C). 
We now face the problem of choosing the predicates to be considered as relevant. 
This choice is very important because it may affect the termination of the Extended 
Elimination Procedure as well as the efficiency of the transformed programs. 
We may determine the relevant and nonrelevant predicates in two distinct ways: 
a user-defined way and an automatic way. In the user-defined way we decide whether 
or not a predicate is relevant at the beginning of the transformation process. Atoms 
with nonrelevant predicates are not unfolded during the subsequent application of the 
Extended Elimination Procedure. Thus, we may assume that some base predicates, 
such as arithmetic predicates, are not relevant. 
This user-defined choice of the relevant predicates can be useful for simplifying the 
transformation process, but it is not sufficient to ensure the termination of the 
Extended Elimination Procedure in all cases. Thus, we propose an automatic way of 
determining the relevant predicates via a strategy, called Static Generalization, which 
makes use of an additional transformation rule, called generalization + equality 
introduction rule [19]. The equalities introduced by this rule will be considered as 
nonrelevant. Below we will show (see Theorem 11) that through Static Generalization 
the termination of the Extended Elimination Procedure is guaranteed. 
Related generalization strategies are proposed in the area of automated theorem 
proving (e.g. [l, 41) and in the area of program transformation (e.g. [9,19]). However, 
our generalization strategy has the distinguished feature of being applied at the 
begihning of the transformation process, that is, before the execution of the Extended 
Elimination Procedure, and not during the transformation process itself. (This fact 
motivates the name “static” given to our strategy.) 
Definition 15. Given a clause C of the form H t Al, . . . . A, in a program P the 
generalization + equality introduction rule (or generalization rule, for short) allows us 
to obtain the new clause GenC: 
GenHc Xi = tl, . . . . X, = t,, GenAt, . . . . GenA,. 
where (GenH, GenA,, . . . . GenA,)B = (H, AI, . . . . A,) with 0 = {XI/tI, . . . . X,/t,} and 
for i = 1 , . . . , r, Xi does not occur in { tl, . . . , t,}. By applying the generalization 
+ equality introduction rule, from program P we get a new program version by 
replacing C by GenC. 
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As usual, we assume that the equality predicate is defined by the unit clause X = X. 
Suppose that a clause C of a program P is replaced by the clause GenC by using the 
generalization rule. Then for each goal G containing only predicates in P we have that 
Ans(P, G) = Ans((P - {C}) u {GenC}, G). 
Indeed, all the equalities introduced by applying the generalization rule can be 
eliminated by unfolding, and the unfolding rule preserves the set of correct answers. 
We say that a marked clause GenC is a generalization of a marked clause C iff 
Rel(C) is an instance of Rel(GenC). A marked program GenP is a generalization of 
a marked program P iff for each clause GenC in GenP there exists a clause C in P such 
that GenC is a generalization of C. The generalization relation is a preorder on 
marked programs. 
Notice that if a program GenP can be obtained from a program P by zero or more 
applications of the generalization rule, and the equality predicate is not considered to 
be relevant, then GenP is a generalization of P. 
Theorem 11. Let P be a marked program, C a marked definition clause in P, and RP the 
set of relevant predicates of P. Let us assume that the equality predicate = is not 
considered to be relevant. Then by one or more applications of the generalization rule we 
can obtain a generalization GenP of P such that: 
(i) the set of relevant predicates of GenP is RP, 
(ii) Rel(GenP) - {Rel(C)} is a linear program, and 
(iii) there exists a splitting function 7~ such that the split (Rel(GenP),, Rel(GenP),) of 
Rel(GenP) w.r.t. 7t is disjoint, Rel(GenP)L is a tree-like program, and Rel(GenP)s is 
a nonascending program. 
Proof. Let us consider the program GenP obtained by applying the generalization 
rule as follows. We replace the clause h(sI, . . . . s,) t p(tI, . . . . t,), . . . by the clause 
h(X I,...) Xm)+-X1=q )...) xm=s, )...) Y1=t1,..., r.=t., 
P(Y1, .*e, Y,), ... 
where X1, . . . , X,, Y,, . . . . Y, are fresh variable symbols. Since the equality predicate is 
not relevant, and no other predicate is introduced or discarded, property (i) holds. 
In GenP two different relevant atoms do not share any variable. Thus, property (ii) 
holds and Rel(GenP) is nonascending. 
Let us consider K = {(p, 0) Ip is a predicate symbol in P}. All predicates in 
Rel( GenP), have arity 0. Thus, Rel(GenP), is a tree-like program, 
Rel(GenP)s = Rel(GenP) is nonascending, and the split w.r.t. IL is disjoint because no 
variable occurs in Rel(GenP),. Thus also property (iii) holds for GenP. 0 
Theorem 11 implies that by using the generalization rule, we can always 
transform the initial program so that the Extended Elimination Procedure terminates. 
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Theorem 11, in fact, ensures the existence of at least one generalization of the given 
program which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 10. 
However, only a partial elimination of the unnecessary variables of P can be 
achieved by applying the Extended Elimination Procedure to a program, say GenP, 
which has been obtained from P by using the generalization rule. Indeed, the 
application of that procedure generates a program, say T, without any unnecessary 
variable (in the sense of Definition 14), but program T may include some of the 
equalities which were introduced in GenP. (Recall that when we transform GenP we 
do not take into consideration for the unfolding, definition, and folding steps the 
equality predicate, because it is nonrelevant.) The final simplification of these equali- 
ties may introduce some unnecessary variables, as the following example shows. 
Let us consider the clause p(X) t 4(X, Y), Y = t(Z) where p and q only are assumed 
to be relevant predicates. This clause does not contain any unnecessary variable 
(according to Definition 14), while by unfolding Y = t(Z) we get p(X) t q(X, t(Z)), 
where Z is unnecessary. 
Notice that by performing too many generalization steps the transformation 
process may give us back the initial program version without eliminating any 
unnecessary variable at all. This is the case when we apply the Extended Elimination 
Procedure to the program GenP obtained from P as indicated in the proof of Theorem 
11, and we then simplify the equality predicates. 
In order to avoid useless applications of the generalization rule and at the same 
time ensure the termination of the Extended Elimination Procedure, we now intro- 
duce the so-called Static Generalization Strategy. It consists in constructing from the 
given program a minimal program (w.r.t. the generalization preorder) such that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 10 hold. Unfortunately, we are not able to present here any 
formal result concerning the efficiency improvements one can obtain by using our 
Static Generalization Strategy. 
Static Generalization Strategy 
Let P be a marked program in which the predicate “ = ” does not occur, and let 
C be a marked definition clause in P. We assume that the predicate “ = ” introduced 
by an application of the generalization rule is not relevant and we repeatedly apply the 
generalization rule starting from P so that the resulting marked program Q satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(ct) there exists a splitting function n such that (Q, Rel(C)) and 7c satisfy the hypothe- 
ses of Theorem 10, and 
(l3) Q is a minimal generalization of P which satisfies condition (a), that is, for every 
program R, if R is a generalization of P and Q is a generalization of R, then for all 
a, (R, Rel(C)) and K do not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 10. 
The existence of the above program Q is ensured by Theorem 11. Notice, however, 
that (i) in general the program Q satisfying the above conditions (a) and (j3) is not 
unique, (ii) different generalizations of the given marked program P may have different 
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time and space performances. Here we do not address the problem of choosing the 
best generalization and we leave it for further research. 
Example 10 (Sum and size of a binary tree). Let us consider a binary tree T whose 
nodes are labelled by natural numbers. In order to compute the sum of the labels in 
T and the size of T we can use the following program Sum-Size which traverses the 
tree T twice: 
1. sum_size( T, S, N) c sumtree( T, S), size( T, N). 
2. sumtree( T, S) t sumtreel (T, 0, S). 
3. sumtree(leaflW), A, S) t plus( W, A, S). 
4. sumtree(tree(L, W, R), A, S) t plus( W, A, Al), sumtreel(L, Al, SL), 
sumtreel (R, SL, S). 
5. size( T, N) c size1 (T, 0, N). 
6. sizel(leuf( IV), A, succ(A)). 
7. sizel(tree(L, W, R), A, N) t sizel(L, succ(A), NL), sizel(R, NL, N). 
8. plus(0, N, N). 
9. plus(succ(M), N, succ(S)) t plus(A4, N, S). 
We assume that all predicates in this program are relevant. We would like to avoid 
the multiple traversal of the tree T by eliminating the multiple variable T from clause 
1. Unfortunately, the pair (Sum-Size, clause 1) does not satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 10. Indeed Sum-Size - {clause l} is not linear, because some variables have 
multiple occurrences in the heads of clauses 6 and 8, and in the bodies of clauses 4 and 
7. Thus, we apply the Static Generalization Strategy for deriving a program, say 
GenSum_Size, which together with clause 1 and a suitable splitting function 7c satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 10. It follows that the Extended Elimination Procedure 
terminates for (GenSum-Size, clause 1). 
We consider the following generalizations of clauses 4, 6, 7, and 8, respectively: 
4g. sumtreel(tree(L, W, R), A, S)t Al = A2, SL = SLl, plus(W, A, Al), 
sumtreel (L, A2, SL), sumtreel (R, SLl, S). 
6g. sizel(leaf( IV), A, succ(A1)) t A = Al. 
7g. sizel(tree(L, W, R), A, N) c A = Al, NL = NLl, sizel(L, succ(Al), NL), 
sizel(R, NLl, N). 
8g. plus(0, N, Nl)+ N = Nl. 
According to our generalization strategy we assume that all predicates different 
from equalities are relevant. The marked program GenSum_Size is made out of clauses 
1, 2, 3, 4g, 5, 6g, 7g, 8g, and 9. The reader may easily verify that GenSum-size is 
a minimal generalization of SumSize such that there exists a splitting function 7~ for 
which (GenSum-size, clause 1) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 10. In particular, 
we may take A equal to {(sum-size, l), (sumtree, l), (size, l), (sumtreel, l), 
(plus, l), (sizel, l)}. 
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By applying the Extended Elimination Procedure to (GenSum-Size, clause 1) and 
performing some final unfolding steps, we get the following program: 
sumsize(leaf( W), S, succ(0)) +- plus( W, 0, S). 
sumsize, (tree(L, W, R), S, N) t plus( W, 0, A3), new l(L, A3, SL, 0, NL), 
new2(R, SL, S, NL, N). 
new l(leaflw), Al, S, A2, succ(succ(A2))) t plus( W, Al, S). 
newl(tree(L, W, R), Al, S, A2, N) t plus(W, Al, A3), newl(L, A3, SL, succ(A2), NL), 
new2( R, SL, S, NL, N). 
new2(leuf( W), Al, S, A2, succ(A2)) c plus( W, Al, S). 
new2(tree(L, W, R), Al, S, A2, N) c plus( W, Al, A3), newl(L, A3, SL, A2, NL), 
new2( R, SL, S, NL, N). 
As expected, in this final program some unnecessary variables are still present (they 
are SL, NL, and A3) because they have been introduced by the final specification of 
the equalities due to the generalization strategy. Nevertheless, the multiple traversals 
of the binary trees to be visited are avoided. Computer experiments using a Prolog 
system demonstrate that the derived program is about 20% more efficient in time and 
0% more efficient in space than the initial version. 
The above example shows that our techniques can be used not only for avoiding the 
construction of intermediate data structures, as shown by the Rotate_Leftdepth 
example, but also for avoiding multiple traversals of data structures. 
5. Enhancing the transformation techniques by exploiting functionality 
The transformation techniques described so far do not use any information about 
the properties which may hold for some predicates occurring in the programs. In this 
section we will show how to exploit the information about the functionality of the 
predicates. 
We assume that the functionality information is provided either by an oracle 
(because, in general, functionality is undecidable) or by some known methods (see, for 
instance, [111) which work for particular classes of programs. 
Definition 16 (Functional predicates). We say that a k-at-y predicate p occurring 
in a program P is functional w.r.t. position h (1 < h < k) iff for every goal 
+ p(t1, -.., th, . . . . t,J, where t,, is a ground term, there exists at most one correct answer 
for P u { t p(tl, . . . , th, . . . . t&.)}. 
In Definition 16 we have considered predicates which are functional w.r.t one 
position only. This is not a restriction, because the general case where the predicates 
are functional w.r.t. many positions can easily be reduced to the one we consider in the 
above definition by using single terms to encode tuples of terms. 
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The information about the functionality of some predicates may be used during the 
program transformation process, by applying the following rule which is an extension 
of the one given in [20]. 
Definition 17 (Functionality rule). Let p be a k-ary predicate occurring in a program P. 
Suppose that p is functional w.r.t. position h (1 < h < k), and C is a clause of the form 
~tP(tl,...,th-l,Uh,th+l,...,tk),P(~l,...,~h-1,~h,~h+l,...,~k), Al,*.*,A,* 
If there exists a most general unifier c of ti and Vi, for i = 1, . . . , h - 1, h + 1, . . . , k, then 
C can be replaced by the clause 
If such a unifier does not exist then C can be deleted. 
Analogously to [20], it can be shown that the functionality rule preserves the set of 
correct answers. 
We can now consider the following modification to the Extended Elimination 
Procedure: 
“after each unfolding step apply the functionality rule, as often as possible”. 
By this modification we get the so-called Functional Elimination Procedure, which 
can be used for eliminating unnecessary variables from programs with some func- 
tional predicates. 
Notice that the definition of the Functional Elimination Procedure is not ambigu- 
ous, because if the functionality rule is applicable more than once to a clause then the 
order of these applications is immaterial. We have the following result, which extends 
both Theorems 8 and 10. 
Theorem 12. Let P be a marked program, C a de$nition clause in P, Rel(P) the relevant 
portion of P, and 71 a splitting function for Rel(P). Suppose that: 
1. Rel(P) is the union of two disjoint sets of clauses, Fun and G, such that: 
(i) every predicate f occurring in Fun is functional w.r.t. position n(f), and 
(ii) for every clause E in G - {C} the head of E does not contain a predicate occurring 
in Fun and each block of PartBR(E) contains at most one atom with predicate not 
occurring in Fun, and 
2. the split (Rel(P),, Rel(P),) of Rel(P) w.r.t. n is disjoint, Rel(P), is a tree-like 
program, and Rel(P), is a nonascending program. 
Then the Functional Elimination Procedure via an SDR terminates for input <P, C). 
Proof. Notice that we get Theorem 10 by considering Fun = 0. Indeed, if Fun is empty 
then hypothesis 1 is equivalent o: “for every clause E in Rel(P) - {C} each block of 
PartBR(E) contains at most one atom; and by hypothesis 2 we have that each atom in 
Rel(P) is linear. Thus by hypothesis 1, Rel(P) - {C} is a linear program. 
Similarly, we get Theorem 8 by considering Fun = 0 and P = Rel(P). 
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We now carry out the proof of Theorem 12 assuming that P = Rel(P), that is, all 
predicates are relevant. Thus, PartB(E) = PartBR(E) for every clause E in P. We leave 
the extension of our proof to the case where not all predicates are relevant to the 
reader. 
Let ZnDefi, be the value of the variable ZnDefi at the end of the nth execution of the 
while-do statement of the Functional Elimination Procedure. By definition we assume 
that ZnDefie = (C}. For the Functional Elimination Procedure the following fact can 
easily be proved, which is analogous to Lemma 3: the Functional Elimination 
Procedure terminates iff there exist two positive integers H and K such that for all 
n 2 0 and for all D in ZnDefs, the height of any atom in the body of D is not larger than 
H and the number of atoms in the body of D is at most K. 
Let H be max{height(R)IR is an atom occurring in P} and .Z be the number of 
atoms in the body of C. 
As for the proof of Theorem 8, we now show by induction on n that for all n > 0 and 
for all D of ZnDefs, the following properties hold for D: 
a. The split (BDL, BDR) of the body of D is disjoint, BDL is tree-like, BDR is linear. 
B. For every atom Q in the body of D height(Q) < H. 
6. For every L-chain S made out of atoms in the body of D with predicate symbol not 
occurring in Fun we have that 1 SI < .Z. 
Notice that properties a and l3 are identical to those of Theorem 8, while property 
6 is implied by property y of Theorem 8, because 6 refers only to predicates not 
occurring in Fun. We now give the inductive proofs of the properties a, /3 and 6 and we 
will refer to those of a, B, and y in Theorem 8 for avoiding the repetition of similar 
arguments. 
Basis. ZnDefio = {C] and by hypothesis properties a, p, and 6 hold for C. 
Inductive Step. Assume that a, p, and 6 hold for all clauses of ZnDefi, for n 3 0. We 
have to show that they hold for all clauses of ZnDefs,+,. ZnDefs,+, is obtained from 
ZnDefs, by applying the unfolding, functionality, and definition rules. 
Let us first consider properties a and B. In the proof of Theorem 8 we have 
already shown that a and l3 are preserved by unfolding via an SDR. It is obvious 
that a and l3 are preserved by the definition rule, because it introduces new 
clauses whose bodies are subsets of already existing bodies. Thus, it is enough to show 
that a and i3 are preserved by the application of the functionality rule. To this 
aim let us consider two clauses, say F and N, such that properties a and l3 hold 
for N, and F can be obtained from N by zero or more applications of the functionality 
rule. Let BN be the body of N, and (BN,, BNR) be the split of BN w.r.t. the 
given rr. 
Let us now consider the split (BFL, BFR) of BF w.r.t. rr. By the facts that the split 
(BNL, BNR) is disjoint, BNR is linear, and hypothesis l(i) holds, we have that an 
application of the functionality rule replaces two atoms, say AN1 and AN2, in BN 
such that ANIL = AN2L by their most general common instance ANl0, where 8 is 
the most general unifier of AN1 and AN2. Thus, BFL = BNL and BFR = (BNR - 
{ANIR, AN2,)) u ANl,.#. Now, by using the properties which hold for (BNL, BNR) 
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and the fact that the most general common instance of two linear atoms without 
common variables is a linear atom, we have that property CL holds for F. 
Since height(,4NlRB) = max{height(ANl.), height(AN2,)) also property p holds 
for F. 
It is easy to show that property 6 is preserved by unfolding, functionality, and 
definition rules. In particular, the reader may see that an application of the functional- 
ity rule does not change the cardinality of the L-chains with predicate symbols not 
occurring in Fun. In this part of the proof one uses hypothesis l(ii) which ensures that 
nonfunctional predicates cannot generate during the Functional Elimination Proced- 
ure L-chains with an increasing number of atoms. 
This concludes the proof of properties CL, B and 6 for all clauses of {ZnDef,(n 2 O}. 
In order to get the thesis it is now enough to show that there exists a positive integer 
K such that for all n 3 0 and for D in ZnDefs, the number of atoms in the body of D is 
at most K. 
Let us consider the clause D of ZnDefs, for a given n. Since D is a definition clause, 
PartB(D) consists of one block only. Thus, by property a the body of D has a maximal 
atom, say V (see Lemma 6). Let (V,, VR) be the split of V w.r.t. 7~. For every atom 
Win the body of D if we consider the split ( W,, W,) w.r.t. 7t then the argument of W, 
is a subterm of the argument, call it t, of I’,_. By property B we have that 
height(VJ < H. Therefore, t has at most Hl subterms, where Hl depends on H and 
the arity of the function symbols in P. 
Let us now consider the set 2, = {U 1 U is an atom in the body of D, ( UL, U,) is the 
split of U w.r.t. II, and the argument of UL is u} for any subterm u oft. In the body of 
D there are at most Hl x 11 atoms, where Jl is the maximal cardinality of 2, when 
u ranges over the subterms of t. 
Let Y be the number of predicate symbols occurring in Fun. By property l(i) and the 
fact that the functionality rule is applied as often as possible, in Z, there are at most 
Y atoms which have predicate in Fun. Since Z, is an L-chain, by property 6 it follows 
that the number of atoms of Z, with predicate not occurring in Fun is not larger than 
J. Therefore, A < .Z + Y. 
Thus, for every n 2 0 and for every clause D of ZnDefi, the number of atoms in the 
body of D is at most K = Hl x (.Z + Y). Cl 
Obviously, the Static Generalization Strategy can now be combined with the 
Functional Elimination Procedure. In this case our generalization strategy consists in 
constructing the minimal generalization of the given program which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 12, instead of the ones of Theorem 10. 
Let us now present a final example of program derivation in which we make use of 
the Functional Elimination Procedure. 
Example 11 (Labelling an upper portion ofa binary tree). Let us consider the following 
two kinds of trees: (1) binary trees, which have constructors leaf and tree(_,_), and 
(2) lubelled binary trees, which have constructors lleuf(_) and and Ztree(_,_,_). Let US 
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also consider the following relations: 
(i) upper( r, U), which holds iff T and U are binary trees and U is an upper portion of 
T, that is, U can be obtained from T by deleting some of its subtrees, 
(ii) height( T, H), which holds iff H is the height of the binary tree T, 
(iii) label(T, L), which holds iff L is the labelled binary tree obtained from the binary 
tree T by labelling each node by its height in T, and 
(iv) upper_label( T, L), which holds iff there exists a binary tree U such that upper( T, U) 
and label( U, L) hold. 
The following logic program, called Upper-Label, computes the upper-label relation, 
which is defined in terms of upper, height, and label: 
1. upper_label(T, L) t upper(T, U), label( U, L). 
2. upper( T, leaf). 
3. upper(tree(L, R), tree(L1, Rl)) + upper(L, Ll), upper(R, Rl). 
4. label(leuf, lleuf(0)). 
5. lubel(tree(L, R), ltree(L1, H, Rl)) + height(tree(L, R), H), label(L, Ll), label(R, Rl). 
6. height(leuf 0). 
7. height(tree(L, R), H) + height(L, LH), height(R, RH), max(LH, RH, M), 
plus(M, succ(O), H). 
where max(LH,RH,M) holds iff M is the maximum between the integers LH 
and RH, and plus(M, N, H) holds iff H is the sum of M and N. We assume that both 
predicates max and plus are not relevant. This assumption simplifies the definition, but 
an analogous derivation can be performed if we consider them to be relevant. In the 
latter case we need to use the Static Generalization Strategy for obtaining a program 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 12. We also assume to know that both predi- 
cates label and height are functional w.r.t. their first position. (Notice that the 
predicate upper is not functional w.r.t. any position.) 
We would like to eliminate the unnecessary variable U from clause 1. Thus, we 
apply the Functional Elimination Procedure with the input (Upper-Label, clause 1). 
This pair satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 12 where: 
(i) Fun is made out of clauses 4, 5, 6, and 7, 
(ii) K = {(upper_label,O), (upper, l), (label, l), (height, l)}. 
After the application of the Functional Elimination Procedure and some final simplifi- 
cation steps we get the following program: 
upper_lubel( T, lleuf(0)). 
upper-label(tree(L,R), Itree(L1, H, Rl) c new(L, HL, Ll), new(R, HR, Rl), 
max(HL, HR, M), plus(M,succ(O), H). 
new( T,O, lleuf(0)). 
new(tree(L, R), H, ltree(L1, H, Rl) t new(L, HL, Ll), new(R, HR, Rl), 
max(HL, HR, M), plus(M, WCC(O), H). 
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In this final program there are no unnecessary variables in the sense of Definition 
14. However, the variables HL, HR, and A4 are unnecessary in the sense of Definition 1, 
but, as expected, they also occur in the non-relevant atoms max(HL, HR, M) and 
plus(M, succ(O), H). 
Notice that the efficiency improvements one can get by applying the Functional 
Elimination Procedure can be exponential w.r.t. the size of the input values, as it can 
easily be verified by considering the familiar Fibonacci example: 
MO> O).f(s(O), sacc(0)). f( succ(succ(~)), F) +f(succ(N), Fl),f(N, F2), plus(F1, F2, F).}. 
6. Conclusions and related work 
We have presented a transformational approach to the automatic improvement of 
logic programs. In particular, we have introduced three different versions of a strategy 
for guiding the application of the unfold/fold rules, and avoiding unnecessary vari- 
ables. These versions have been presented in the form of three procedures: (i) the 
Elimination Procedure, (ii) the Extended Elimination Procedure, and (iii) the Func- 
tional Elimination Procedure. The strategy we have presented here is an extension of 
the one presented in [ 193. It allows us to eliminate all unnecessary variables (accord- 
ing to Definition 1) from a class of programs defined by induction on arbitrary data 
structures, which satisfy nonlinear domain equations (like trees of various kinds), while 
the previous strategy was successful only in the case of data structures atisfying linear 
domain equations (like natural numbers and lists). 
We have also introduced the so-called Static Generalization Strategy and we have 
shown that it eliminates only some of the unnecessary variables (according to Definition 
1) occurring in a given program. This generalization strategy is characterized by that 
fact that it is applied only once before the execution of the Elimination Procedures, 
rather than during the transformation process (such as the ones proposed in [9, 193). 
Our transformation techniques are not based on human intuition and they are all 
algorithmic. The improvements of program efficiency one can obtain are due to the fact 
that the elimination of unnecessary variables often avoids redundant computations. 
Our proposed techniques also extend the ones developed by other authors, and, in 
particular, the loop-fusion method of [lo], because we do not require a fixed recursive 
pattern for the initial program versions. By avoiding intermediate data structures we 
sometimes achieve the advantages which can be obtained by using the so-called 
compiling control technique [S]. However, our techniques are syntactically based and 
do not make use of any information about the instantiation of the initial goal for the 
program to be transformed. 
Finally, we have shown through some examples, that the application of our 
techniques achieves also the advantages which can be obtained in the case of 
functional programs by applying the composition strategy (or deforestation [8, 223 
and the tupling strategy [18]. 
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Appendix. The basic transformation rules 
We list below the basic transformation rules for obtaining during the program 
transformation process a new program version from an old one. 
Dejnition rule. It consists in adding to the given program version a new clause, say 
newpXr, . . . . X,) 4- Al, . . . . A,, where newp is a fresh predicate symbol, and Al,. . . , A, 
contain already existing predicate symbols. The arguments X1, . . . . X, are distinct 
variable symbols occurring in Al, . . . , A,. 
A clause introduced by applying the definition rule is considered to be a dejnition 
clause. (Some more restrictions to the form of a definition clause are listed in 
Definition 6. Those restrictions are needed for avoiding unnecessary variables by 
means of our Elimination Procedures, but they are not needed for preserving the 
semantics of the given program.) 
Unfolding rule. Let C be the clause Ht A1,aa.y Ai- A, Ai+l,..., A, and D the 
clause K c Bi, . . . , I?,. Suppose that K and A are unifiable with most general unifier 8. 
The clause obtained by unfolding A in C using D is the clause (H t AI, . . . . Ai_ 1, 
B l,...,B,,Ai+l,...,A,)e. 
Given a program version P, a clause C in P, and an atom A in the body of C, we get 
a new program version by replacing C by the set of all clauses which can be obtained 
by unfolding A in C using clauses in P. 
A clause obtained by unfolding cannot be considered as a definition clause. 
Folding rule. Let C be the clause H c Al, . . . , A,, A,+ 1, . . . , A, and D be the clause 
K+B 1, . . . . B,. Suppose that there exists a substitution c such that Ai = Big, for all 
i = 1, . . . . n. The clause obtained by folding the atoms Al, . . . . A, in C using D is the 
clause Hc Ka, A,+1 ,..., A,. 
Given a program version P, a clause C in P, and a definition clause D in P or in 
a previous program version, we get a new program version by replacing C by the 
clause F which is obtained by folding a set of atoms in C using D. 
This rule is applied only if we obtain a variant of the clause C by unfolding the atom 
Ka in F using D, and C is not a definition clause. 
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Let Comp(P, G) denote the set of answer substitutions which can be computed by 
using SLD-resolution for a program P and a goal G [ 151. It has been shown in [14] 
that if a program Pl can be transformed into a program P2 by using the above rules 
then, for each goal G containing only predicates which occur in Pl, we have that 
Comp(P1, G) = Comp(P2, G). From the soundness and completeness properties of 
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